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PURPOSE
This Airworthiness Advisory (AA) provides Delegated Technical Authorities (DTAs), System
Program Managers, Directors of Engineering (DoE), Chief Engineers (CE), and MAJCOMs with
criteria and guidance to support formulation of the Lightning Protection Airworthiness (AW)
certification basis and associated compliance methodology. These criteria and methodology are
provided to ensure that new and modified air systems have undergone appropriate review to
understand airworthiness requirements, impacts to safety, methods of compliance and risks
associated with non-compliances.
SCOPE
This AA applies to all United States Air Force (USAF) air systems, including those operated by
the Air National Guard and USAF Reserve.
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[6] MIL-STD-461, Requirements for the Control of Electromagnetic Interference
Characteristics of Subsystems and Equipment
[7] MIL-STD-464, Electromagnetic Environmental Effects Requirements for Systems
BACKGROUND
“At 9:38 a.m. April 29th 1996, lightning struck an AC-130H aircraft on Hurlburt Airfield, killing
an airman, and injuring ten others on a maintenance crew. This mishap occurred despite
adherence to AFOSH Standard 127-100 (Department of the Air Force, 1992), which was the
standard at the time of the incident states "The weather officer will advise when thunderstorms
and lightning are within a radius of 5 miles of the installation. All maintenance activities will
cease when an electrical storm is within a three-mile radius of the installation, and will not
resume until the storm passes beyond the three-mile limit."” [3].
Lightning strikes occur to aircraft and are hazardous to their safety of flight and safety to others
around the aircraft on the ground; therefore, the aircraft and associated subsystems must include
provisions for lightning protection. There is no known technology to prevent lightning strikes
from occurring; however, lightning effects can be minimized with appropriate design techniques.
Lightning occurs at all levels in a thunderstorm. The majority of lightning discharges never
strike the ground (cloud-to-ground), but occur between clouds (cloud-to-cloud), within a cloud
(intra-cloud), or terminate in clear air (cloud-to-air). It should be noted that in many cases an
aircraft flying near or within a thunderstorm, in cumulus clouds around a thunderstorm’s
periphery, or in cirrus clouds downwind of recent thunderstorm activity, can actually trigger the
lightning strike to occur. This makes the aircraft an integral part of the equation and not just an
innocent victim of circumstances.
USAF historical records, as shown in Attachment 1, revealed that prior to 1976, at least six
aircraft and ten lives had been lost from lightning strikes upon aircraft, which were not designed
to modern lightning standards.
The Air Force Safety Center records from the Air Force Safety Automated System (AFSAS)
over the period of 2006 – 2015, reported 241 lightning strikes that led to a formal mishap report:
Mishap Class
A
B
C
D
E

Number of Mishaps
5*
8
139
25
64
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(* Note that all 5 of the Class A mishaps were Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPA) with no
lightning protection design.)
The lack of Class A events for manned aircraft in recent years can be attributed to the application
of modern standards for lightning protection design and certification requirements, which were
developed during the late 1980’s and the early 1990’s. These standards are the same ones
utilized in the [1]. Note that the above data is based on lightning strikes that were reported, but
there are a number of strikes that do not get reported.
POLICY
[1, Sec.13.1.1, 13.1.3 and 13.2.4] provide the lightning standards and methods of compliance for
air systems and associated subsystems. In addition, [1, Sec. 8] has related criteria for fuel system
lightning protection (Sections 8.3.12, 8.4.10, 8.7.2.1 and 8.7.2.10). These criteria are based on
[6], [7] and a number of Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) standards and recommended
practices, which are supported by decades of commercial and military aircraft flight experience.
GUIDANCE ON REQUIREMENTS
Due to the complicated nature of lightning and how it interacts with aircraft, the definition of
lightning requirements has been broken down into two primary categories. The first category is
identified as Lightning Direct Effects, which constitute the characteristics of lightning that drive
physical damage to the aircraft. The physical damage effects of lightning are the burning and
eroding, blasting, and structural deformation, high pressure shock waves and magnetic forces
produced by the associated high currents. In addition, there is a sub-category of Direct Effects
associated with the fuel system and other flammable liquid systems, which may result in a
hazardous condition, i.e. unintentional ignition as a result of the high currents and voltages from
the lightning strike. Direct Effects requirements are captured in [1, Sec. 13.2.4] and address both
system and component level requirement definition. Also, as stated earlier, the fuel system
certification requirements have additional related criteria in Section 8.
The second category is defined as Indirect Effects. Indirect Effects are electrical transients
being injected into air system electrical circuitry as a result of the interaction from the
electromagnetic fields associated with lightning currents present in the aircraft and the equipment
wiring routed within the aircraft. In addition, Indirect Effects can cause currents or voltages that
are hazardous to personnel. For example, serious electrical shock may be caused by currents and
voltages conducted via mechanical control cables or wiring leading to the cockpit or weapons
station of an aircraft from control surfaces or other hardware struck by lightning. Indirect Effects
are sub-divided into Transient Control Levels (TCL) and Equipment Transient Design Levels
(ETDL). TCL’s represent the transients expected to impinge the electrical interface of an aircraft
electrical circuit and are typically measured or determined at the air system level. The ETDL
represents the design capability of the equipment interface to safely withstand the transient when
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applied to interface and are typically applied to the components and sub-system electrical
interfaces as part of the equipment qualification testing. Design practices typically want to see a
2:1 ratio (6 dB) margin between ETDL vs. TCL.
Indirect Effects requirements for
component/sub-systems are captured in [1, Sec. 13.1.1 and 13.1.3].
The Indirect Effects
requirements at the air system level are captured in 13.2.4.
DESIGN AND VERIFICATION METHODOLOGY
Techniques such as shielding, electrical grounding and bonding, diverter strips, terminal
protection devices such as diodes, filters and spark gaps are used as part of the lightning
protection design. The following steps describe the recommended methodology for satisfying
the certification requirements for aircraft lightning protection:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Identify the systems to be assessed
Determine the lightning strike zones for the aircraft
Establish the airframe lightning current paths for the zones
Determine the aircraft lightning transient threats for components/subsystems, including
avionics, fuel system, structure, and OML components
5. Design components, systems, and structure to handle the threats defined in Step 4 with a
minimum of 6 dB margin
6. Verify compliance
7. Take corrective measures, if needed
Verification of the lightning requirements is essential to demonstrate that the design protects the
system from the lightning threat. There is no single approach for verification of the lightning
protection design. A well-structured test program supported by analysis is necessary.
For example, Direct Effects requirements on external structures can be verified by coupon testing
of representative skin or structure. It may also include full scale testing of an entire radome.
Fuel tank protection is typically achieved by eliminating the potential for ignition of fuel vapors
when the aircraft is struck by lightning (i.e. domed nut-plates, fillet seals, copper mesh around
fasteners). Protection of fuel tanks is verified by coupon testing of representative fuel tank walls
demonstrating spark free conditions inside the tank and/or supplemented by an inerting system
designed to eliminate possible ignition by reducing flammability of the fuel-air mixture within
the tank. However, an on-aircraft inerting system such as the Onboard Inert Gas Generating
System (OBIGGS) cannot be relied upon as a sole source of fuel system lightning protection
because there is no verifiable aircraft lightning protection when the aircraft engines are not
running. At the time this AA is written, ambient air temperature cannot be used to predict the
flammability of the fuel-air mixture because many factors affect the temperature of the fuel-air
mixture within each fuel tank (i.e. bulk fuel temperature, solar heating, convection, thermal
heating from structure and components, fuel flammability properties, fuel delivery temperature
during refuel, etc.).
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Indirect Effects are verified by injection of lightning type electrical transients on subsystems and
equipment cables to demonstrate the equipment capability to withstand such current and voltage
transients. In addition, aircraft low level Continuous Wave (CW) excitation is used to
demonstrate Indirect Effects compliance and to show required design margins for safety/flight
critical equipment.
As previously indicated, the naturally occurring lightning event is a complex phenomenon. The
engineering models that are defined in the referenced design standards are a combined definition
using a family of waveforms, which represents the technical community’s best effort at defining
a comprehensive simulated environment for design and verification purposes. Following these
standards do not guarantee that the design will be invulnerable to lightning strikes, but it does
provide a high level of confidence in the air system’s capability to safely survive and operate
through a strike event. It should be noted that the focus of [1] criteria is primarily to address
flight critical and safety critical aspects, and there are significant facets related the damage
tolerance of an air system and the associated economic impacts. These economic aspects are
beyond the scope of this AA, but nevertheless should be considered in the design.
ASSESSING RISK AND MITIGATIONS
For assessing the flight critical and safety critical aspects of lightning protection, design-based
AW assessments are the only acceptable path for AW compliance. This is due to the
unpredictability and randomness of lightning coupled with the catastrophic consequences of a
strike on an unprotected aircraft. As a result, probability calculations are neither a valid path to
compliance nor should they be used to mitigate flight critical and safety critical risks. Therefore,
it is imperative that an up-front lightning protection design substantiated by applicable
verification methods be the only path to achieve compliance.
In some cases, flight testing of aircraft occurs prior to verification of the lightning protection
design. Under these circumstances, the flight test program must include restrictions to prohibit
flying within 25 Nautical Miles (NM) from thunderstorms. This flight mitigation is also used
when the aircraft lightning protection design is not present or when the protection design has
been degraded.
The 25 NM separation mitigation is common across all three services and is also used by FAA
and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). It is based upon an extensive
history/experience base. It should be noted that the 25 NM separation distance from
thunderstorms reduces but does not eliminate the possibility of an aircraft being struck by
lightning since flashes can occur at larger distances from the thunderstorms clouds and can occur
up to an hour after the storm appears to have left the area. In addition, large pockets of charge
can occur in developing thunderstorms that have not yet exhibited lightning and decaying
thunderstorms that have not produced lightning for some time that can be discharged by an
aircraft flying between opposite charge pockets.
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A study conducted at the Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT) in 2002 [2] examined over 40
million lightning flashes and associated branches occurring at Kennedy Space Center over a 4year time period. This study found that the 99th percentile of occurrence for lightning strike
distance between the surface and 83,000 feet is 22 NM in the summer and 27 NM in winter,
which supports other sources that identify 25 NM as a safe separation distance for nearly all
lightning strike events. Though strikes were observed well beyond this distance (up to 89 NM),
the infrequency of these events, when combined with proven operationally validated data and a
need to define a reasonable safe distance that still allows for flight operations, suggest 25 NM as
the standard to maintain. These conditions are also cited in climatology reports and industry
lightning research studies [5].
The graphic below [3] illustrates typical lightning strike pathways and polarity in cloud-toground lightning in and around a thunderstorm cell. This graphic schematically represents some
of the various locations within and around a thunderstorm a strike may occur.
Note: This graphic does not depict cloud-to-cloud and cloud-to-air strikes that account for ~60%
of all lightning strike activity.

Significant variation in strike distance from the thunderstorm center exists over time within a
single storm and also when comparing two different thunderstorms. A National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) technical memorandum issued in 1999 [4] identified that a
single thunderstorm may create lightning strikes up to 35 miles apart over a 10 minute period.
This horizontal variation is important because lightning can occur in any portion of clouds
associated with the thunderstorm, not just near the center of a thunderstorm. Because of the
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Attachment 1
GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Abbreviations and Acronyms
AA – Airworthiness Advisory
AF – Air Force
AFIT – Air Force Institute of Technology
AFLCMC/EN-EZ – Air Force Life Cycle Management Center, Engineering Directorate
ASD – Aeronautical Systems Division
AW - Airworthiness
CE – Chief Engineer
CW- Continuous Wave
dB – Decibels
DoE – Director of Engineering
DTA – Delegated Technical Authority
ETDL – Equipment Transient Design Levels
FAA – Federal Aviation Administration
NASA – National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NM – Nautical Miles
NOAA – National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
OBIGGS – Onboard Inert Gas Generating System
OML – Outside Mold Line
RPA – Remotely Piloted Aircraft
SAE – Society of Automotive Engineers
TCL – Transient Control Level
USAF – United States Air Force
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Attachment 2

Internal Air Force Working Paper, News Letter, ASD/EN, dated 23 Jul 1976
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